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D. Rosen

CHRYSANTHEMUM POWDER–––––––––––––––––––––––––– 

AND OTHER INTERSPECIES SCENT RITUALS

INTRODUCTION

 
Throughout this paper, I explore scent as a form of poetic interspecies communication and entanglement.  
Prioritizing interspecies collaboration and care under the fraught conditions of domestication is my 

primary ethical concern.  Scent can be a tool which allows animals to communicate across linguistic 
boundaries.  Scent allows for the blossoming of interspecies friendship.  Scent based interactions can 
serve as a means of establishing trust between beings, across species. The allure of scent can also 

become a justification to use non-human bodies as sites of extraction and exploitation.  Olfactory 
communication between species opens up broader conversations about how scent based practices and 
rituals can offer radical possibilities for care.  Ultimately, my hope is that expanded frameworks for kinship 

might allow beings to build less violent, more cooperative worlds that centralize diverse sensoriums. 
CHRYSANTHEMUM POWDER offers a musky, floral, and at times putrid bouquet of entangled 
interspecies attachments to explore the world-building possibilities of scent for animals, both human and 

non-human. 

In The Undercommons, Fred Moten and Stefano Harney, explore ways of thinking with and reading with.  

They use a deeply collaborative model to highlight what I see as the inevitability of entanglement; thinking 
with occurs across contexts whether educating students, building theories, building sculpture, writing 
poetry, or cleaning a barn.  Scent is one form of thinking with other beings.  Plants, non-human animals, 

bacteria, and many organisms physically participate in the making of scents.  Non-humans also transmit 
and receive scents as communicative signals to other members of their species; those whose sensoriums 
are most literate or ready to receive the scented signal.    

Anna Tsing talks about smell as a form of entanglement in Mushroom at the End of the World: On the 
Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins. Tsing writes “Smell is elusive. Its effects surprise us.  We don’t know 

how to put much about smell into words, even when our reactions are strong and certain.  Humans 
breathe and smell in the same intake of air, and describing smell seems almost as difficult as describing 
air.  But smell, unlike air, is a sign of the presence of another, to which we are already responding.  

Response always takes us somewhere new; we are not quite ourselves any more— or at least the selves 
we were, but rather ourselves in encounter with another. Encounters are, by their nature, indeterminate; 
we are unpredictably transformed.  Might smell, in its confusing mix of elusiveness and certainty, be a 

useful guide to the indeterminacy of encounter?” (p. 45-6) To elaborate on Tsing’s explanation of how 
scent sets the stage for the indeterminacy of encounter, I will spend some time exploring how animals are 
mutually entangled in the production and reception of scents.   
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In the first half of the paper I use theory to establish context for the interspecies scent rituals that are 
described later and form a part of my artistic practice.  Deploying a queer methodology, I explore how 
scent permeates or imprints the lives of animals, both human and non-human.  Jack Halberstam explains 

that “a queer methodology, in a way, is a scavenger methodology that uses different methods to collect 
and produce information on subjects who have been deliberately or accidentally excluded from traditional 
studies of human behavior.  The queer methodology attempts to combine methods that are often cast as 

being at odds with each other, and it refuses the academic compulsion toward disciplinary coherence.” (p. 
13) Queer or scavenger methodologies appeal to me because they highlight the inevitability of 
entanglement, or reading with.  In addition, non-human scavengers like rats, pigeons, coyotes, feral cats, 

and mice have been some of my best teachers.  Scavengers are resourceful and have learned to flourish 
in a country filled with active forces working to exterminate, displace, starve, or harass them.   

In the second half of the paper, I describe instances of haptic research and gestures of mutual care 
between animals.  Using care as both a framework for thought and an ethical motivation, I provide 
examples of how scent can be a tool for working with non-human animals across various contexts shaped 

by the carceral structures of domestication.  My experiences on urban and rural working farms, artist 
residences, and farm sanctuaries over the course of two years have deeply informed this work.  Using 
encounters with non-human animals as a guide, I explore how various animals use and respond to scent 

within structures of domestication.  Further, I examine how scent can be used in rituals of mutually 
healing interspecies care and as a tool to celebrate diverse sensoriums. 

Within CHRYSANTHEMUM POWDER, I grind up citrus peels pilfered from compost to form the top note 
of care, wild forged juniper to form the middle note of beauty, and the smells of my non-human friends to 
form the base note of interspecies kinship.  Each concept has been bundled into a bouquet of words to 

give shape to this linguistic scent meditation.   
  
ANIMALITY 
  
When thinking about scent as a form of interspecies entanglement, it is important to discuss materials 
that have been extracted from the glands of non-human animals and used throughout history as fixatives 

for perfumes.  These include musk, civet, and ambergris, to name a few. The sites of extraction for these 
scents is described by Richard H. Stamelman in The Eros—and Thanatos—of Scents.  Stamelman 
writes, “Insofar as perfume compositions combine scents extracted from flowers, plants, and trees with 

those removed from animals, in particular from glands or sacs near the animals’ sexual organs- civet 
comes from the Ethiopian cat, musk from the Tibetan deer, castoreum from the abdomen of the beaver, 
and ambergris, with no anatomical sexual connection whatsoever, from the intestinal lining of the sperm 

whale— and insofar as these animalistic scents (most of which today are synthesized compounds) serve 
as fixatives holding in place, within the architecture of a fragrance, the top and middle notes and giving to 
the base note its distinctive tenacity and permanence, it could be suggested that in perfume humanity and 
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animality, spirituality and materiality, beauty and corruption coexist.” (p. 270) Interestingly, we’ve literally 
used the sexual excretions of non-human animals to fix our animal pleasures.

 

Why do we, human-animals, feel compelled to extract scent from the glands or pheromones of other 
species to perfume our bodies? It might be easy to assume that  the fecal or musky odors extracted from 
the sexual organs of non-human animals are used as mating signals.  Interestingly, the research 

regarding the role that scent plays within human-animal desire is largely unresolved.  Stamelman 
explains: “While the power of odors (in the form of pheromones) to excite sexual attraction and provoke 
mating in animals has been clearly proven, the same cannot be said, at least for now, about humans.” 

The author goes on to cite D. Michael Stoddart’s biological and cultural research on scent, quoting:  
“Research into whether human body odors play any part in human sexual behavior has been largely 
inconclusive. [Yet] the role of odors in the sexual physiology of non-human primates and other mammals 

is sufficiently clear for there to be a very strong possibility that they do indeed play some role in our own 

species.” (p. 263) However mysterious our human-animal olfactory desires might be, it is clear that scent 

plays a role our lives and in the mating behaviors within non-human animal life.  

Queer animals use scent as a form of gendered expression within mating and reproductive processes. I 
want to be clear that this is not a bioessentialist exploration of gender or a heteronormative discourse on 
reproduction but rather a celebration of the multivalence of scented expression for animals thriving across 

vast spectrums of identification. In Queer Smells, Mark Graham describes the queer performativity of 
scent. Graham writes, “Smells—the “essences” of desire—flaunt gendered and sexed boundaries and 
scramble the categories that sustain them as everyone partakes aromatically of everyone else.  Desires 

that are olfactory but also aural and tactile, may be less easy to compartmentalize and less amendable to 
a rigid heteronomorative and homonormative categorization of gender and sexuality than a distant 
disembodied participation through the visual.  Indeed, if more attention is paid to these senses a greater 

range and ubiquity of queer desires may be discovered.” (p. 318) The queerness of scent is not limited to 
the domain of human-animal expression; insects exhibit queer scent behaviors that scramble categories 
of gender and sex.  In Evolution’s Rainbow, Joan Roughgarden explains: “Some insect species have 

females that synthesize male perfumes…Females use these perfumes to keep males away—like a 
woman wearing after-shave lotion. During mating a male fruitfully transfers an “antiaphrodisiac” to the 
female.  Although most evaporates four to six hours after the first mating, females later synthesize this 

compound themselves during courtships, making them less attractive to males. Butterflies also use 
“antiaphrodisiacs”…The most extensive studies of masculine females come from insects.”  (p. 115) 
Female masculinity is contextualized by Jack Halberstam as one form of gender deviance, that opens up 

space to “think in fractal terms about gender geometries.” (p. 21) Imagine the kaleidoscopic identifications 
and exchanges that can arise from a queer refashioning of scent. The playful fashioning of a uniquely 
textured scent profile is one way of defining corporeal beauty for oneself, beyond binaries of gender or 

species.  
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To create social contexts for identification using olfactory signals, human-animals often use the bodies of 
non-human animals in service of our fashioned and gendered expressions. The physical bodies of non-
human animals are extracted for use in pastes, creams, and sprays to construct metaphorical notes that 

underscore our human-animal identities.  In The Sociology of Odors, Gale Largey and Rob Watson, 
explain how scent is used as a marker of identity: “One’s olfactory identity is particularly associated with 
racial, class, and sexual identification; perfuming is closely related to the presentation and manipulation of 

those identifications.” (p. 35) The alchemical transformation of non-human animal bodies into ephemeral 
fragrances often arises from clouds of scent peppered with traces of death.   

In this way, non-human animal bodies are the sites where human-animal masochism is fashioned and 
refashioned.  Walter Benjamin poetically traced the classic link between fashion and death in The 
Arcades Project.  Benjamin writes: “Fashion is a dialogue with the body, even with putrefaction. Fashion 

[is a] parody of the (motley) cadaver.” (p. 833)  Although the tie between beauty, sex, and death in fashion 
is nothing new, I think it is important to more directly explore how non-human animal bodies have been 
physically and metaphorically deployed for human-animal gestures of fashion and identification.  Human-

animals extract scent from non-human animals to build perfumed shells of desire to inhabit.  

When matter is extracted from the bodies of non-human animals or plants, it carries a life force. The 

human-animal compulsion to ingest this life force may explain part of our extractive impulse.  Robert 
Tisserand elaborates in The Art of Aromatherapy: “Why not anything that smells nice, natural or 
synthetic? The answer is simply that synthetic or inorganic substances do not contain any life force: they 

are not dynamic.. [natural oils] have a life force, an additional impulse which can only be found in living 
things.” (p. 50) Yet even synthetic scents are designed to mimic odors exuded from the sexual organs of 
animals, both human and non-human.  As Christopher Looby explains in The Odor of Male Solitude: 

“Prepared fragrances, ironically, are formulated to mimic the very same body odors they are used to 
replace: what perfumers call the “top notes” of these aromatic compositions are usually made from the 
extracted sexual secretions of flowers (which often mimic animals’ sex pheromones) while the “middle 

notes” are derived from resinous materials which resemble sex steroids’ odors, and the base notes are 
mammalian sex attractants with a distinctly urinous or faecal odor—i.e. musk or civet.  When a perfume— 
a complex olfactory text—is sniffed, the more volatile floral notes are intensely conspicuous, while the 

powerfully erotogenic lower notes are often registered only unconsciously.  In offering to the perceiver a 
cocktail of sex attractant odors at low concentration in the base notes, [perfumes] subconsciously reveal 
what consciously the strident top notes seek to hide” —i.e. they simulate and accentuate the natural 

sexual and excretory odors of the body” (p. 298). Wafting corporeal scents over the sweaty landscapes of 
our bodies can remind human-animals of our lingering animality.
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TERRITORY 

Scent can be deployed playfully to expand the sensory territory of non-human animals living in conditions 

of confinement and sensory repression.  In Animal Madness, Laurel Braitman describes how perfume has 
been used in zoo enrichment programs. Enrichment programs were developed because non-human 
animals subject to the carceral conditions of caging and confinement in zoos often become depressed.  

These conditions frequently cause self-harming behaviors along with disordered eating and a whole 
range of unhealthy patterns of behavior. As part of the enrichment program at the Bronx Zoo, “cheetahs 
spend more time exploring their enclosure when sprayed with Calvin Klein’s Obsession Cologne for Men.” 

(p. 237) Scent is used to engage non-human animals whose territory and lives have been truncated for 
the purposes of human-animal entertainment.  As Ellen Byron elaborates in the Wall Street Journal, “Zoos 
have long spritzed perfumes and colognes on rocks, trees and toys in an effort to keep confined animals 

curious. Ann Gottlieb, the "nose" who helped create Obsession for Men, thinks there could be a number 
of factors in the fragrance that wild animals might find irresistible.” Anne said, “It’s a combination of this 
lickable vanilla heart married to this fresh green top note—it creates tension. The cologne also has 

synthetic "animal" notes like civet, a musky substance secreted by the cat of the same name, giving it 
particular sex appeal. It sparks curiosity with humans and, apparently, animals."  Creating a richly scented 
enclosure opens up space for non-human animals; scent literally expands the artificially narrowed limits of 

their sensory territory.   

Although it may seem indulgent to buy designer cologne for cheetahs, it is really the least we can do for 

the beings that we’ve permanently imprisoned. I agree wholeheartedly with Che Gossett’s argument for 
abolition.  On Verso, Gossett writes, “abolition is the unfinished project of ending anti-Black racism, racial 
capitalism, anti-trans, anti-queer, patriarchal policing, colonialism, animal killing and caging. Animal 

liberationists must confront the devaluation of black life and racialization as animalization and the prison 
industrial complex as part of a movement for abolition.”  Rather than enriching cages with scent, I think 
that we should abolish carceral systems that suppress the sensory capacities and life force of both 

human and non-human animals living in confinement.

 

In less systemic contexts, scent is a tool used between animals to mark territory and signal our 
presence. For human-animals, Largey and Watson write, “odor is often a crucial component in the 
definition of, and orientation to, an environment and is instrumental in generating appropriate activity.” (p. 

35).  As Jakob von Uexküll explains in, A Foray Into the Worlds of Animals and Humans, scent also plays 

a crucial role in social and environmental relations between non-human animals: “The way in which dogs 

make their territory recognizable to other members of their species deserves special attention…The 
places where [dogs] left their odor marks were the same as those that were easily recognizable to the 
human eye.  Whenever both dogs were walked at the same time, a urinating contest regularly occurred.  

As soon as they encounter a strange dog, a spirited dog is always inclined to leave their calling card on 
the first object they see.  Also, as soon as they enter another dog’s territory, which is recognizable by that 
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dog’s odor marks, they will seek out the others marks one after the other and will carefully mark over 
them. On the other hand, a timid dog would go bashfully past the odor marks of a strange dog in that 
dog’s territory and through no odor sign betray their own presence.” (p. 106) Scent allows animals to 

make our presence known even after we have left the physical site of encounter.  
  
While working on an Icelandic Sheep farm in Vermont, scent was a tool that was speculatively deployed 

to mark human-animal territory in order to repel a bear.  Within one week the bear killed Blossom, a 
retired milking sheep who was blind, along with a lamb ram who I had not met yet.  The farmer hired local 
hunters to shoot the bear.  Independently, out of empathy for the bear who was being hunted and an 

endless curiosity for non-violent solutions to conflict, I began research to explore scent based alternatives 
to repel predators.  Human urine and hair are often used by gardeners to keep non-human animals like 
deer and rabbits from eating their vegetables.  However, The National Park Service advises against that 

method because the smell of human bodily waste may actually attract larger predators like bears. Pine 
oil, bleach, and ammonia are among the few smells that could be used to deter bears. There was also the 
possibility of using scents like blackberry bait oils and other sweet syrupy odors to lure the bear into a live 

trap.  Once the bear was caught they would have to be released over 20 miles away from the farm, 
outside of their range of smell, to prevent another attack.  Bears possess a sense of smell that is 100 
times stronger than a human-animals.  It became clear through research, that scent was more often a 

scrumptious invitation for bears rather than a warning or repugnant barrier.  The speculative scent 
conversation with the bear in Vermont speaks to the dual functions of scent designed for animals, both 
human and non-human. 

Using scent as a lure and repellent was also a factor in a recent exhibition where I collaborated with mice 
who lived in the porous building of the gallery, Julius Caesar.  For the exhibition, The Intuitive Language of 

an Extended Hand, I built a plinth out of flock blocks.  The piece was titled, Nourishment is a Plinth in 
Repose.  The flock blocks used to construct the work are typically designed for laying hens. Most laying 
hens have been breed to overproduce, which leaves their bodies calcium deficient and causes them to 

cannibalize their eggs. Flock blocks are seed blocks that contain sunflower seeds, corn, molasses, and 
oyster shells, along with minerals. The oyster shells supplement the diets of hens, aid in digestion, and 
deter hens from eating their eggs.  These blocks have a salty, earthy, and tangy bouquet.  They smell like 

the earth and the sea. The blocks lured a mouse friend, who I named Seed, and later an entire crew of 
mice into the space.  Over the course of the exhibition, the mice gnawed through the center of the 
sculpture, tunneling cavities through the blocks.  At the end of the exhibition, the seed blocks were 

donated to the Chicago Chicken Rescue as planned.  Of course, the mice were still looking to the site as 
an abundant food source and began to wreak ravenous havoc in the gallery. To usher my mice 
collaborators out of the space, I laced the perimeter of the gallery with peppermint oil as a repellent.  Dual 

aspects of scent were used in this collaborative process to both feed new friends and to signal that the 
feast was over.  As we have seen throughout these brief examples, scent can serve as both a lure and 
repellant to signal territorial boundaries, mark presence, and affect social interactions between species. 
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EXTRACTION 

Much like the process of working with scent, in all of its ephemeral romance, working with non-human 

animals reveals the union of love and death.  Working with, caring with, and grieving with non-human 

animals across contexts means frequently confronting the death of one’s non-human friends through 

rapid cycles of slaughter, predation, genetics, and illness. The interrelationship of love, death, and scent is 
put into words by Stamelman, who writes: “Perfume is the silent poem…It is the volatile poem of love 
expressed as a thin vapor, as an invisible spirit, as the almost nothingness of air.  It articulates the 

ineffable; it gives voice to the vague, misty, evanescent spaces into which words cannot venture.  One 
such space of inexpressibility is love and death.”  (p. 275) Unlike love, death has a smell.

Timothy Pachirat was exposed to the many smells of death while working in an industrial slaughterhouse 
in Omaha, Nebraska. In his book, Every Twelve Seconds, Pachirat writes, “exploring industrialized 

killing…reveals the distance we create by constructing and reinforcing racial, gender, citizenship, and 
education hierarchies that coerce others into performing dangerous, demeaning, and violent tasks from 
which we directly benefit.” (p. 9) It is important when talking about the ethics of treating non-human 

animals as commodities, to clearly illustrate how the violence directed at non-human animals also 
negatively affects the lives of humans. Throughout the United States, the unsavory effects of 
slaughterhouses disportionately affect people of color, especially undocumented people of color who are 

underpaid to perform violent and dangerous work.  Industrial waste leaks into the ground and has even 
been sprayed on the houses of communities of color in North Carolina, living near slaughterhouses and 
enduring the long term impacts of environmental racism.   

In addition to clearly outlining the inherent racism within the division of physical labor and the panoptic 
working conditions of the slaughterhouse, Pachirat also describes the way that smell pervades the bodies 

of workers.  The smells of death clearly mark those who work on the “clean side” and those who work on 
the “dirty side” of the slaughterhouse. Those who are assigned some of the most taxing and dirty labor of 
fabrication, work in the paunch-opening room.  Pachriat describes the conditions: “The paunch-opening 

room makes the rest of the kill floor smell benign by comparison. When the stomachs are cut open, a 
thick odor escapes; it is like a combination of the acrid smell of vomit and the sulfuric stench of rotting 
eggs…The air in the paunch-opening room is warm and humid with the heat and gases of thousands of 

four-chambered bovine stomachs. An hour or two into their work, the paunch workers are drenched in 
sweat, adding a human stench to the already heady olfactory mix.  The workers absorb this smell into 
their very skin: when they walk through the locker rooms, even after showering at the end of the day, the 

other workers hold their breaths, some less discretely than others. The stink of the paunch worker is 
distinct even within the broader stench of the kill floor, and the poisonous smell of the paunch-opening 
room creates its own relatively surveillance free zone.  As long as the workers keep hanging the 

stomachs on the paunch hooks, they can count on receiving only rare visits from plant supervisors and 
USDA inspectors.” (p. 75) By performing the labors of extracting material from the bodies of non-human 
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animals, slaughterhouse workers are perfumed with the smells of death. The smell of their work affects 
their social relations, even within the slaughterhouse itself.  As Pachirat states, “rather than erase 
individuality and put in its place a raw material, an input,” (p. 40) I think it is important that we 

acknowledge how the bodies of various beings are impacted by processes of commodification.

In her book, Cow with Ear Tag #1389, Kathryn Gillespie, cites A. Breeze Haper’s important work on 

systematic racism and speciesism.  She writes, “Seeing the ways in which the exploitation of animals is 
intertwined with other forms of marginalization and oppression is integral to understanding the varied 
ways in which violence is enacted through capitalism.  Far from detracting from nonhuman animal issues, 

a consideration of how these forms of injustice mutually reinforce each other can deepen meaningful work 
for a less violent and oppressive way of living and being in relation with others.” (p. 214) Christopher 
Sebastian also writes cogently about the necessity of examining systemic violence when he states, “This 

is not a comparison of human animals to non-human animals. This is a comparison of like systems of 
oppression.” Ending domestication and enslavement begins with a philosophical reexamination of all 
carceral systems that historically have confined both humans and non-human animals.  It means 

examining how our pleasures are produced, who is impacted in the process, and how our deathly 
procedures of extraction are deodorized—-physically and conceptually— for our sterilized consumption. 

CARE 
   
Scent, at its best, can disrupt patterns of violence.  Through ritual, scent allows animals to share in social 

gestures of beauty, to care more deeply for one another. While performing scent based rituals with non-
human animals, I acknowledge the violence of domestication while actively searching for ways to fold in 
care that is not already available to the individuals that I am working with.  The temporariness of my close 

interactions with non-human animals is something that I continue to struggle with.  Access to a stable 
place to work or live is not a privilege that I’ve had over the past two years. I work to insert care where 
and when I can, even if all I am able to offer is a temporary respite.  This is perhaps why I look to 

scavengers as robust models for survival; scavengers do their best with what is available. When working 
with non-human animals, my goals are not extractive but collaborative.  In this way, I see rituals of care 
within farming contexts as a form of harm reduction.  

While at a residency in Maine, I noticed that the cows who lived on site were not being very well cared for.  
Initially, this group of eight Holsteins seemed to be viewed as grazing pastoral decorations rather than 

complex beings.  My capacities were limited in that context.  With more resources, I would have loved to 
build a shelter for the Holsteins whose only reprieve from the rain was a willow tree.  Noticing that they 
were often plagued by flies, I slowly befriended the cows by bringing them molasses grain everyday.  After 

a week or so, they came to me without being called and would follow me around the pasture, like 500 
pound puppies.  At that point, I was able to touch them and began spraying a natural bug spray on their 
bodies while brushing the crusted feces off their backs.  Initially the farmer told me that to prevent flies, 

they put diesel fuel on the backs of the cows at the dairy.  Of course, I would not do that but did feel 
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initially conflicted about what I was able to do without the farmer’s permission.  Rather than cover my cow 
friends in fuel, I made bug spray that was a slight variation on the natural repellent that I made for my own 
skin.  Everyday, we took in calming notes of lemongrass, tea tree, eucalyptus, and rosemary oils with 

apple cider vinegar and tiny drops of castille soap.  Everyday we engaged in a group ritual of feeding, 
cleaning, grooming, and anointing, together.   

From my perspective, there was no real distinction between caregiver and receiver during our time 
together. Our daily rituals of mutual care were an act of solidarity between myself and this group of 
Holsteins that I grew to love. Or a way of stating that you and I are much more than either an ornament or 

a worker. That we are not only for breeding or milking. We are not together to heard or to lead, but just to 
walk. To have company. And understand the profound importance of committing daily to brushing the shit 
off the bodies of those you love and applying homemade remedies to soften the weight of being treated 

as property.  We did not own each other. 

While working on an urban goat farm in Chicago, I also observed and engaged in various scented rituals 

of care.  Within that context I had much less autonomy and was required to follow the lead of the farmer.  
The goats were primarily for milking, however it is important to be clear that the slaughter of kids or 
calves, biological males, and older mothers is a part of any milk production cycle.  Mastitis is a common 

infection on dairy farms.  Mastitis is an infection of the udders that can be caused by many factors, 
including contact with environmental contaminants like the milking machine or  passed through familial 
exchanges between goats.  This is a common problem that dairy farmers have to contend with because it 

lowers production and profits.  Feeding raw garlic to the goats as well as cleaning and massaging their 
udders with a minty balm, is a common preventative practice. Another scent based ritual of care included 
powdering the knees of each mother on the milking station with chrysanthemum powder. Chrysanthemum 

powder dried the goats knees which were often wet with urine from sitting in their pen.  The floral powder 
kept the flies away.  Powdering the knees of each goat with ground flowers felt like a baroque application 
of makeup. Cleaning the barn for the goats was also a scent based practice of care that involved 

removing urine soaked cardboard with the strong smell of ammonia.  After the pens were clean, I would 
lay down fresh pine shavings.  Deodorizing spaces through cleaning is a common gesture of care for non-
human animals who do not have a choice where they rest, sleep, defecate, or spend their days. 

Outside of farming contexts, I also integrate scent while providing care for companion species in client’s 
homes.  Recently, I had the privilege of working with a dog named Lucy.  She is a trauma dog who was 

terribly abused for the first year of her life before being adopted by a very kind family. The early abuse 
Lady endured means that she has many triggers. She is terrified of most human-animals especially men, 
sticks, loud noises, and abrupt movements. However, Lady loves having a nose. To get to know Lady and 

earn her trust, I paired calming scents along with heart chakra mediations. Establishing a calm space for 
our time together and learning more about Lady’s preferences was my goal.  When Lady is excited, she 
makes a low grunting noise so I used that as an indicator of her preferences.  Lemongrass and neroli are 

two of Lady’s favorite scents. Lemongrass is a common note in many mass produced calming sprays 
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designed for companion species.  Other scents that are calming for domesticated companions like dogs 
and cats include valerian root, chamomile, clary sage, and lavender.  Getting to know Lady’s preferences 
while earning her trust has been a deeply joyful process.   

Working as a caregiver for non-human animals also requires that I manage my own emotional energy.  If I 
am not calm, it negatively affects the beings that I care for.  The necessity of caring for myself in order to 

show up for non-human animals is something that took a long time to learn. Unlearning negative training 
techniques has also been an important part of my ongoing reeducation as an animal socialized by 
human-animals.   We live in a culture where dogs hear the word “no” frequently and where trainers use 

toxic words like dominance or advocate for the use of prong collars in their methods.  It is my goal to 
integrate rituals of care that are about reciprocity and relationship building between animals.  Based on 
my experiences working with non-human animals, I strongly believe that positive reinforcement is the 

most effective tool for working with animals, both human and non-human.  Using positive reinforcement, 
we focus on what we would like to see manifest; with positive reinforcement we teach others how to treat 
us.  And scent can be its own positive reward for dogs like Lady or human-animals like myself, who love 

to smell. 
  
Rituals of scent with non-human animals often coincide with rituals of touch.  Scents allow for transition 

and exchange.  Introducing a calming scent is a transition that can lead to touch.  For example, if a dog is 
uncomfortable with strangers but I need to put on their harness, the scent of a treat can aid that process 
safely for both of us.  Even therapeutic models like tapping, can begin with the use of a grounding scent 

like myrrh.  My favorite training tool for anxious, hyper, or reactive dogs is called, touch.  Using the dogs 
favorite treat to scent your hand, you ask them to touch your palm with their nose and then give them a 
treat when they do.  Touch can be an important recentering tool for distracted dogs.  In more abstract 

terms, scent implies touch.  Ethereally, beings are always touching when they are taking the scents of the 
room into their bodies, together.  Scent is a way to dissolve the boundary lines between animals to 
promote kind gestures of interspecies kinship.   

Touch and scent allow for the possibility of interspecies communication without a shared verbal or textual 
language. As Constance Classen writes in, The Deepest Sense: A Cultural History of Touch, “a 

distinguishing feature of an anthropological approach to the senses is that it makes it possible to 
transcend the bounds of language.  A lack of words…does not mean a lack of feelings or social 
significance.  Many feelings are difficult to put into language, they are too subtle or too powerful or too 

complex. The anthropology of the sense sensitizes us to the multiple ways in which humans communicate 
and express themselves through nonlinguistic modalities.” (p. xvi) Olfactory communication between 
species opens up broader conversations about the radical possibilities of care.  For beings whose bodies 

have been subject to social controls dictated by oppressive carceal systems, scent based rituals of care 

can disrupt structures designed to order bodies.  
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Care should be specific to the sensory, physical, and social needs of each being that we encounter.  In 
this discussion of care, it is crucial to be honest about the ways that I’m both critical and complicit in 
fraught systems of pleasure.  My truly voracious enjoyment of scent may cause a space to become 

inaccessible to those with chemical sensitivities or other scent sensitivities.  Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-
Samarasinha’s vital text, Care Work: Dreaming Disability Justice, has been an instructive tool to think 
about care and accessibility.  They write, “Love in action is when we strategize to create cross-disability 

access spaces.  When we refuse to abandon each other.  When we, as disabled people, fight for the 
access needs of sibling crips.  I’ve seen able bodied organizers be confused by this.  Why am I fighting so 
hard for a fragrance free-space or a ramp, if it’s not something I personally need?  When disabled people 

get free, everyone gets free.  More access makes everything more accessible for everybody… so when 
you work to make spaces accessible and then more accessible know that you can come from a deep 
profound place of love.  And if you can’t love us, or love yourself- know that the daily practice of loving self 

is intertwined with any safe room, accessible chairs, ramp.  Both/and.  When they are there, they show 
our bodies that we belong…Love gets laughed at.  What a weak, nonpolitical, femme thing.  Love isn’t a 
muscle or an action or an action verb or a survival strategy…Making space accessible as a form of love is 

a disabled femme of color weapon.”  (p. 78)  Making space accessible while engaging in scent work is still 
something that I am learning to navigate as an artist who strives but often fails to be respectful of 
everyone’s needs. 

Claudette, an Icelandic chicken living on a farm in Vermont, also caused me consider questions of 
abelism and care more deeply. Claudette broke their leg at the joint after flying into the chicken wire 

fencing around their coup. Now Claudette uses their wings to balance as they hop, curiously exploring the 
local environment. On this small farm, Claudette has a special space and is able to move freely. Everyday 
they are taken out of the coop and placed in a protected outdoor area, with ample space and feed away 

from the roosters.  At night, Claudette is carried into the coop and put to bed with the rest of the chickens 
and ducks.  Claudette explores the yard and is very curious to learn more about the world. On a larger 
industrial farm or under the care of a less compassionate small farmer, Claudette would have been 

slaughtered after their leg was injured.  Care is not often seen as a value within capitalist economies that 
treat beings as property.  Claudette is not a unit of weight and measure; it was heartening to see them 
have the opportunity to live with agency and fullness. I think it is vital to carve out accessible spaces for 

beings like Claudette, not to “fix” them but meet their needs as kin. And to understand the important ways 
that beings of all abilities are innovative, thriving, and continuously solving creative problems. Curious 
birds like Claudette have a lot to teach human-animals about creativity. 

Working with rituals of scent using frameworks of care continues to teach me about the needs and 
preferences of my friends, both human and non-human alike. Some of my human-animal friends dislike 

the smell of lavender and some love it.  Soph, one of my roommates and cat-companions, is very scent 
sensitive. She seems to prefer warm spicy scents like clove or even star anise.  When Soph encounters 
anything too floral or powdery she shakes her head, sneezes, and walks swiftly away.  On the farm in 

Vermont, the farmer was allergic to synthetic scents.  Although scent is one of my favorite pleasures I 
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found other exciting, site relational ways to enjoy my nose in the already very lush olfactory context of the 
farm.  The needs of each being that we come into contact with can teach us more about our interests and 
ways to creatively enjoy our pleasures together. Learning more about the capacities, abilities, 

preferences, and pleasures of each of my friends is part of why I like to work on scent.  Scent 
explorations are unique opportunities to get to know the sensorium, or as Uexkül put it, the equally perfect 
yet distinct perpetual spheres, of each being that we come into intentional contact with. 

Making space accessible means respecting the unique sensory needs of each being that we are sharing 
space with.  Johanna Hedva talks about the politics of care when they write, “The most anti-capitalist 

protest is to care for another and to care for yourself. To take on the historically feminized and therefore 
invisible practice of nursing, nurturing, caring. To take seriously each other’s vulnerability and fragility and 
precarity, and to support it, honor it, empower it. To protect each other, to enact and practice community. A 

radical kinship, an interdependent sociality, a politics of care.”  A politics of care means honoring the 
needs of oneself and of every human in the room including people of color, crip people, and queer 
people. From my perspective, it is important to include other species of animals within a framework of 

care and kinship.  I would like human-animals to more deeply consider what it would mean to respect the 
needs of our companion species, domesticated farm animals, non-human animals who are used in labs, 
in fashion, and for our entertainment and pleasure within the carceal conditions of zoos. What would it 

mean to decentralize the desires of the most privileged members of society, those who rule academia, 
those who are white able-bodied cis-hetero male human-animals?  Our society would not only look but 
smell and feel entirely different.  We could make more room for a range senses.  I think it would be 

beautiful.   

If we believe, as Elaine Scarry writes in On Beauty and Being Just, that beauty leads to justice because it 

reproduces itself, then perhaps we can explore the polyvalence of beauty.  I imagine that my version of 
beauty smells somewhat different than yours.  And that your version of beauty smells different than 
Claudette’s or Lady’s or Seed’s version of beauty. How we each receive and respond to beauty as unique 

animals, might produce a kaleidoscopic effect of beautiful sensory experiences that can be received in 
many ways by many species. Some gestures of beauty are certainly imperceptible to humans like the 
scent based gender bending of the fruit flies discussed earlier. The vast array of beings whose perceptual 

spheres come into contact with our olfactory signals is an exciting reason to produce, reproduce, and 
respond to beauty with scent.  Scent based practices of care are political gestures because they 
celebrate an entangled array of animal sensoriums. 
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